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Abstract: Circular scan Spectral-Domain Optic Coherence Tomography
imaging (SD-OCT) is one of the best tools for diagnosis of retinal dis-
eases. This technique provides more comprehensive detail of the retinal
morphology and layers around the optic disc nerve head (ONH). Since
manual labelling of the retinal layers can be tedious and time consuming,
accurate and robust automated segmentation methods are needed to provide
the thickness evaluation of these layers in retinal disorder assessments
such as glaucoma. The proposed method serves this purpose by performing
the segmentation of retinal layers boundaries in circular SD-OCT scans
acquired around the ONH. The layers are detected by adapting a graph
cut segmentation technique that includes a kernel-induced space and a
continuous multiplier based max-flow algorithm. Results from scan images
acquired with Spectralis (Heidelberg Engineering, Germany) prove that
the proposed method is robust and efficient in detecting the retinal layers
boundaries in images. With a mean root-mean-square error (RMSE) of
0.0835 ± 0.0495 and an average Dice coefficient of 0.9468 ± 0.0705
pixels for the retinal nerve fibre layer thickness, the proposed method
demonstrated effective agreement with manual annotations.
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1. Introduction

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging has been largely used in ophthalmology as a
tool for assessing and monitoring morphological features such as the thickness of the retinal
layers [1]. The time-domain OCT is one of the first OCT imaging techniques in retinal diseases
diagnosis [2, 3]. However this technique has its limitations. The time domain OCT can only
provide the RNFL thickness measurements in a line scan.

To address these limitations, the Spectral-Domain Optic Coherence Tomography SD-OCT
[4,5] was developed with faster scan capability that provides the most comprehensive structure
of the retina. With these new capabilities, this imaging equipment possesses a powerful tool that
allows a 3-D image of the retina to be formed in routine clinical scans. The SD-OCT generates
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an image by an in-depth axial scan known as an A-scan. A series of successive A-scans form a
cross sectional 2-D image known as a B-scan. Using a series of successive B-scans, a 3-D image
volume of the retina is yielded. This new technique is used in modern ophthalmology to assist
the diagnosis of retinal diseases such as glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy, neo-vascularisation,
vein occlusion and many more vision impairment diseases.

The evaluation of the RNFL thickness in glaucomatous damage requires segmentation of
different retinal layers. This process can be time consuming and tedious when it is done by
hand. Therefore there is a need for a robust and reliable automated segmentation algorithm in
computer-aided diagnosis, which preserves various retinal layer shapes.

Circular scan SD-OCT imaging has become one of the best tools for diagnosis of retinal
diseases. This technique provides a more comprehensive detail of the retinal morphology and
layers around the optic disc nerve head (ONH). However accurate automated segmentation
methods are needed to provide the thickness evaluation of these layers, since manually labelling
these retinal layers can be tedious and time consuming.

Recently many methods for retinal layers segmentation in the OCT image have been ex-
tensively studied. Early methods were purely based on pixel intensity variation (high and low
tissue reflectivity) processing operations along A-scan profile [6–9]. These methods detected
the retinal layer boundary by setting a target threshold value for the layer tissue pixel intensity.
They are computationally efficient, but often suffer because of the variation of intensity within
layers. This inconsistency of intensity is commonly generated by the blood vessels artefacts
(shadows) during the OCT imaging. Some other segmentation techniques use image gradi-
ents, prior layer shape information and many other constraints to perform the segmentation of
the layers. Some of these segmentation technique are active contours, graph cut and machine
learning approaches. The active contours segmentation technique uses an energy formulation
consisting of gradient, edge density and boundary smoothness. In [10], Mujat et al performed
the segmentation of the RNFL thickness in SD-OCT image using anisotropic noise suppression
operation and deformable splines. This technique is not affected by any intensity variation but
it is sensitive to the artefacts of the blood vessels in the OCT image. Yazdanpanah et al [11],
used Chan-Veses energy-minimising active contours to segment the intra-retinal layers by in-
corporating a circular shape in order to model the boundaries of retinal layers. This method
is also less affected by the intensity variations, however the constraints on the boundaries can
lead to errors when segmenting irregular layer shapes. In [12], Novosel et al utilised Bayesian
inference in level sets to segment three retinal layers in SD-OCT retinal image. All the layers
are simultaneously detected using prior knowledge of the layers. This segmentation approach is
also sensitive to the blood vessel artefacts. Zhu et al [13] provided a FloatingCanvas technique
for retinal layer segmentation in 3-D SD-OCT. The algorithm makes use of analytical surface
deformable and prior information about the layers location in the OCT image. This method is
sensitive to low gradient on the region of the vitreous-RNFL boundary of some OCT images.
Garvin et al [14] segmented five retinal layers in 3-D SD-OCT by finding a minimum-cost
in a geometric graph formulated from edge information and priori surface information. This
technique was improved in [15], which simultaneously segmented retinal layers by learning the
cost function and constraints from a training set and by using a 3-D graph search technique.
The graph search method was extended in [16] by Chiu et al, to segment eight retinal layer
boundaries on individual B-scan in the SD-OCT using dynamic programming.

The majority of these methods [10–13] and [15, 16] used prior knowledge about the lay-
ers to apply constraints such as shapes and positions on the segmentation algorithms. These
constraints can lead to segmentation errors when the algorithms are used on irregular retinal
layers or new OCT data sets. Also the graph-based segmentation methods have problems in
finding appropriate cost functions on the graph formulation to distinguish individual layers.
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Another issues with the graph-based segmentation is the efficiency of the optimisation oper-
ations to accurately detect the layers boundaries. Furthermore, segmentation algorithms used
in many commercially available OCT imaging tools encounter enormous problems segmenting
the RNFL layers in OCT images with poor scanning quality or noise as seen in Fig. 1 [17].

Fig. 1. Error in measuring the RNFL thickness. Top left: circular scan. Top right: error in
segmentation line at the inferior temporal quadrant indicated by the blue arrow caused by
poor scan quality. Bottom right: the inferior temporal RNFL thickness is measured as ab-
normal shown by the green arrow. Bottom left: The classification chart showing the overall
results of the RNFL thickness measurement within normal boundaries. [17].

The aim of this work is to develop a new automated segmentation method to address the
limitations of the existing for the RNF detection. It also provides a good balance between effi-
ciency and robustness. Our method addresses some these segmentation problems using the bias
correction algorithm [18] to eliminate the image artefacts and a graph cut based segmentation
technique which incorporates the mechanism of the kernel induced function [19] and a contin-
uous Max-flow to allow better detection of retinal layers. The proposed method also addresses
the layers detection problem in the presence noises reports in [17].

Because of the above advantages, our method performs better than the previous methods. In
particular for difficult cases. We tested our method on 120 SD-OCT circular scans around the
ONH. All the images were acquired with SD-OCT Spectralis HRA + OCT (Heidelberg Engi-
neering, Germany). We believe our method would perform well on OCT images with diseases
such as exudates, haemorrhage, swelling, edema, cyst, detachment, epimembrane, because the
nature of the problems is similar, although we do not have access to these types of data cur-
rently. Figure 2 shows the different images of the retina in the circular scan.

2. Methods

In this study, the segmentation of retinal layers boundaries including the vitreous-retinal nerve
fiber layer (RNFL) or inner limiting membrane (ILM), RNFL-ganglion cell layer (RNFL-GCL)
and the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) was performed. The segmentation method starts by
removing some common medical imaging artefacts from the retinal SD-OTC circular images
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ILM 
RNFL-GCL 

RPE 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 2. D-OCT circular imaging process. (a) Circular scan on the OCT fundus image, (b)
Reitnal tissues (Layers) image from the scan, (c) A 2-D OCT cross-sectional image of the
layers tissues.

such as intensity inhomogeneity and noise. This operation is performed using the bias cor-
rection technique [18] and it is expected to improve the robustness of the retinal tissue layers
segmentation. The boundaries of the ILM, RNFL-GCL and RPE are detected by adapting a
multiregional graph cut segmentation technique [19], that includes a kernel induced segmenta-
tion functional and a continuous multiplier based max-flow algorithm [20]. Figure 3 shows the
illustration of the segmentation method.

Fig. 3. Algorithm of the segmentation method.

2.1. Bias correction

The boundaries of retinal layers are not well defined in the SD-OCT circular scans due to
the noises and intensity inhomogeneity in the images. The bias correction algorithm [18] is
used to correct the intensity inhomogeneity and remove noise from the image. This algorithm
corrects the imaging artefacts by estimating the residual bias field which is then subtract from
the corrupted image to provide an enhance image. This pre-processing operation enhances the
boundaries of the layers, which reduce false positives during the segmentation process. Figure
4 shows the results of the bias correction operation, where Fig. 4(c) is the corrected image with
well-defined layers boundaries.
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 4. Pre-processing. (a) SD-OCT circular scan image. (b) Bias image. (c) Bias corrected
image.

2.2. Graph construction for the detection of ILM and RNFL-GCL boundaries

To perform the segmentation of the ILM and RNFL-GCL boundaries, we represent each cir-
cular B-scan image as a graph G(ν ,ε) consisting of a set of vertex or nodes (pixels) ν and
a set of directed edges ε connecting neighbouring pixels. In the circular B-scan image nested
grid, the graph contained two special terminal nodes, a foreground terminal (source s) in our
case the ILM and RNFL-GCL pixels and a background terminal (sink t). The edge set ε in-
cludes the (n-links) linking two neighbourhood nodes in the image grid and the terminal links
or data edge (s-links and t-links) connecting the source s and sink t to each node in the image
grid respectively. Each pixel p ∈ Ω (a set of pixels) in the grid is connected to the terminals
by s-links with {p,s} and t-links with {p, t} while a pair of neighbouring pixels {p,q} ∈ N
(number of pixel neighbour) is connected by n-links [22]. The set of connected edges provides
a pathway through which one can travel across the graph. The path preferences are created by
assigning non-negative weight (cost) We > 0 to each edge e ∈ ε . To obtain good segmentation
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results of the boundaries, the preferred path should have the minimum total weights of edges
for travelling from a start node to an end node of the graph. The resulting path from this opera-
tion represents the cut, which separates the image into two disjoint partitions, including ILM +
RNFL-GCL layer and the background.

If we denote s-t the cut that separates the image into two disjoint partitions, this cut can be
defined by a subset of edges C ∈ ε where G(c) = 〈ν ,ε\C〉. C is defined as |C| = ∑e∈C We. C
cuts the graph into two separate regions as defined in the eaquation below.

ε = Fg
⋃

Bg, Fs∩Bt = ø (1)

Fg are pixels labelled as foreground (ILM, RNFL-GCL boundaries) while Bg are the pixels
mapped as background. Figure 5 shows an example of graph construction where the red and
blue dots represent the pixels grid. The solid red lines show a strong connection of red pixels to
the foreground (pixels belong to foreground) and the thin red lines represent a weak connection
between the blue pixels and the foreground pixels. The solid bleu lines also represent a strong
connection between the blue pixels and the background pixels whereas the thin lines show weak
connection between the red and background pixels.

Cut C 

Background (Bg) 

Foreground (Fg) 

Fig. 5. Graph illustration. Example of graph construction

To define the segmentation functional of the graph, let us assume a binary labelling set A =
(A1,Ap, . . .AP), which is assigned to each pixel p ∈ Ω in the circular image grid and let Ap
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indicate assignment to pixels p ∈Ω. Each assignment Ap in the circular image grid is either in
the foreground Fg (ILM, RNFL-GCL) boundaries or background (Bg). Thus the segmentation
functional can be defined as:

E (A) = λ ·R(A)+B(A) . (2)

where R(A) is the data term (regional term) that measures the similarity between neighbouring
pixels in a circular image Ω. B(A) is the prior (boundary term), for smoothing regions bound-
aries and λ a positive coefficient indicating the relative importance of the regional term against
the boundary term. The regional (the likelihood of the foreground and background) can then be
written as:

R(A) = ∑
p∈Ω

Rp (Ap) = ∑
Ap∈A

∑
p∈SAp

−log
(
Ip/SAp

)
. (3)

where SAp is the image region whose label is Ap and
(
Ip/SAp

)
is the conditional probability

of a pixel in data grid (Ip) given a model distributions within each image region. If κAp is the
piecewise constant model parameter of image region or image region parameter SAp , the data
term (3) can be expressed as:

R(A) = ∑
p∈Ω

Rp (Ap) = ∑
Ap∈A

∑
p∈SAp

(
κAp − Ip

)2
. (4)

The boundary term is expressed as follows:

B(A) = ∑
p,q∈N

Bp,q ·φ (Ap,Aq) (5)

For Ap 6= Aq

φ (Ap,Aq) = 1
φ (Ap,Aq) = 0 Otherwise

Bp,q = exp(−
(Ip− Iq)2

2σ2 ) · 1
dist(p,q)

(6)

where Rp (Ap) assigns pixel p to either ILM, RNFL-GCL boundaries (Fg) or the background
(Bg). Bp,q indicates the discontinuity between neighbouring pixels. The value of Bp,q is large
when Ip and Iq are similar and it is close to zero when Ip and Iq are different.

The data term of the graph formulation is defined by first transforming the image data im-
plicitly using a kernel function where the piecewise constant model of the graph cut formu-
lation is applicable. This operation allows a better partition of a non-linearly separable data
[19]. Introducing the kernel function into the graph energy formulation gives a kernel induced
segmentation function [19] as:

E
(
{κAp},Ap

)
= ∑

Ap∈A
∑

p∈SAp

DF
(
Ip,κAp

)
+λ ∑

p,q∈N
Bp,q ·φ (Ap,Aq) . (7)

The kernel induced segmentation functional expressed in (7) depends on the labelling function
A and the image region parameter κAp .

In our implementation, we use the Radial basis function kernel (RBF), which is defined by:

F(Y,Z) = exp
(
−‖Y −Z‖2

σ2

)
. (8)
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The functional in (7 ) is optimised using a continuous multiplier based max-flow algorithm
[20]. The multiplier based max-flow algorithm is used because it splits the optimisation prob-
lem into simple sub problems over independent flow variables and is globally optimised. This
optimisation operation separates the circular image into retinal RNFL boundaries (ILM+RNFL-
GCL) and the photoreceptor layer that includes the RPE layer. Figure 6 shows the segmentation
results of the proposed method of ILM and RNFL-GCL boundaries.

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 6. ILM and RNFL-GCL boundaries detection. (a) Circular scan image, (b) Segmented
binary image, (c) ILM and RNFL-GCL boundaries in red.

2.3. Detection of the RPE layer boundaries

The RPE layer detection is performed using prior knowledge about the SD-OCT image and its
features. Based on clinical and tomographical correlation studies [23], it had been suggested
that the RPE-choriocapillaris layer exhibits the most hyper-reflectivity layer in the retinal SD-
OCT imaging. While the RNFL represents some of the hyper-reflectivity pixels at the top of
the retinal SD-OCT image as seen in Fig. 7(a).

To segment the RPE layer, we first perform the search for all the hyper-reflectivity pixels
(highest intensity values) in circular scam image. These pixels correspond to the most reflec-
tive layer (RPE). However to prevent the algorithm from selecting hyper-reflectivity pixels in
the RNFL that also exhibit some bright pixels, it is helpful to constrain the search to a region
of interest (RPE layer). The boundaries of the RNFL is already accurately detected in Sec-
tion (2.2), thus we may set all pixels belonging to the RNFL to zero before searching for the
hyper-reflectivity pixels. By setting the RNFL pixels to zero, the search area of the bright pixels
is limited to the space shown in Fig. 7(b).
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 7. RPE boundary detection. (a) Hyper-reflectivity pixels in red on RNFL layer , (b)
Selection of region of interest, (c) RPE boundary in green.

After the selection of all the hyper-reflectivity points in the region of interest, a polynomial
curve fitting process is used to construct a curve that has the best fit to the series of hyper-
reflectivity pixels. The degree of the polynomial curve in our case was set to 6. Results of the
segmentation of the RPE using the polynomial curve fitting are shown in Fig. 7(c).

3. Experiments

The data used in this study was obtained from on going research on the prevention of retinal
disease such as glaucomatous damage, diabetic retinopathy, age-related conditions, optic neu-
ropathy, macular degeneration or other significant retina diseases in Tongren Eye Hospital. 120
SD-OCT circular scans around ONH were obtained from patients with an age range of 20-85
years. A scans of both eyes of each patient was acquired with a high-resolution SD-OCT Spec-
tralis HRA+OCT (Heidelberg Engineering, Germany). The SD-OCT imaging of the optic nerve
was performed using a scan protocol that applies a circle of diameter 3.4 mm centred on the
ONH. Figure 2 shows the scan process of the retinal optic nerve. In Fig. 2(a) a green circular
scanning path of diameter 3.4 mm centred on the ONH of OCT fundus image is used to capture
a scan of the retinal layers tissues as seen in Fig.2(b). Figure 2(c) transformation of the circular
scan into a 2-D OCT cross-sectional image (B-scan) of the layers tissues with different layers
boundaries definitions. The proposed method is implemented on MATLAB R2011b and the
computation time of our algorithm is less than 70 seconds for an OCT scan image on a MAC
OX X running at 2.66 GHz, with 4G of RAM memory.
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3.1. Segmentation accuracy

In this study three retinal boundaries were evaluated including ILM, peripapillary RNFL-GCL
and the RPE as well as the thickness of the RNFL. The measurement of these boundaries plays
an important role in the application of the OCT imaging in diagnose and prevention of retinal
disease such as glaucomatous damage.

To evaluate accurately the segmentation of the ILM, RNFL-GCL and the RPE boundaries
by the proposed method, the results of the segmentation were compared to the manual anno-
tations of the ILM, RNFL-GCL and the RPE in the circular scans. The mean absolute devi-
ation (MAD), the root-mean-square (RMSE) and the dice coefficient were used to evaluate the
method on the ILM, RNFL-GCL and the RPE against the corresponding manually labelled
image. The MAD, RMSE and the Dice coefficient are computed as follow:

MAD(GT,SEG) = 0.5∗

(
1
n

n

∑
i=1

d(pti,SEG)+
1
m

m

∑
i=1

d(psi,GT)

)

RMSE =

√
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(SEGi−GTi)2

Dice =
2|GTi∩SEGi|
|GTi|+ |SEGi|

(9)

where SEGi is the pixel labelled as retinal Layer by the proposed segmentation method and
GTi is the true retinal layers pixel in the manual annotation image. pti and psi represent the
coordinates of the images, d(pti,SEG) is the distance of pti to the closest pixel on SEG with
the same segmentation label, d(psi,GT) is the distance of psi to the closest pixel on GT with
the same segmentation label, n and m are the number of points onSEG) and GT respectively.

In addition, further evaluation was conducted on the area between the anterior (ILM) and
posterior (RNFL-GCL) boundaries of the RNFL (RNFL thickness) using the following evalua-
tion measurement.

Table 1. Performance evaluation with RMSE (Standard deviation) and MAD (Stan-
dard deviation) for each boundary. The values have units of pixels. - 120 OCT Scans.

All Images Mean RMSE Mean MAD
ILM 0.0453(0.0276) 0.3931(0.2905)

RNFL-GCL 0.0582(0.0329) 1.2785(1.0523)
RPE 0.0124(0.0124) 0.2131(0.3108)

TPR =
TP

GTRNFL pixels

FPR =
FP

GTNon RNFL pixels

(10)

where TP is the true positive, FP is the false positive and GTRNFL pixels and GTNon RNFL pixels
represent the manually labelled RNFL layer pixels and non RNFL pixels in the image. Also
TPR, FPR are the true positive rate (sensitivity) and the false positive rate.

Table 1 shows the evaluation of the proposed method on 120 OCT scans including 100
healthy and 20 diseased retinas. The RPE boundary detection of all the 120 images with mean
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Table 2. Performance comparison of healthy versus disease images. -OCT Scans.
Heathy images Mean RMSE Mean MAD

ILM 0.0474(0.0286) 0.4166(0.3023)
RNFL-GCL 0.0610(0.0312) 1.3835(1.0683)

RPE 0.0103(0.0084) 0.1504(0.2565)
Unhealthy images Mean RMSE Mean MAD

ILM 0.0346(0.0198) 0.2753(0.1867)
RNFL-GCL 0.0440(0.0382) 0.7536(0.8002)

RPE 0.0072(0.0129) 0.1379(0.2814)

RMSE = 0.0124±0.0124 and MAD = 0.2131±0.3108 has the lowest boundary error against
the other layers boundaries (ILM and RNFL-GCL). The algorithm achieves a high performance
on the RPE boundary detection because it segments the boundary using polynomial fitting as
well as removing all the other hyper-reflectivity pixels in the image. While in the literature,
the RPE boundary is considered as the most difficult boundary to detect since it has the most
hyper-reflectivity pixels and it is not always visible through all OCT images as it has tendency
to appear and disappear [24]. This phenomenon is due to the blood vessels artefacts (shadows)
in the OCT retina image.

The ILM boundary detection also has a very low boundary error with mean values of RMSE
= 0.0453± 0.0276 and MAD = 0.3931± 0.2905. This low error is expected because the ILM
boundary is the location where the retinal tissue layer in the OCT image has a large gradient,
as it is the area where the background and retina tissue intersected. However the RNFL-GCL
boundary has also low mean RMSE = 0.0582±0.0329 and reasonable high MAD = 1.2785±
1.0523. This large error is caused by the presence of the blood vessels shadows on the RNFL-
GCL boundary, while manual segmentation ignore the vessels artefacts. Including these areas
of the vessels in the automated segmentation can also leaded to some error in assessing the
retinal layer thickness. Figure 8(b) shows the segmentation results of the RNFL-GCL boundary
with some blood vessels artefacts indicated with blue arrays.

Table 2 shows the evaluation of the proposed method on healthy and diseased retina including
100 healthy and 20 diseased images. Similar to Table 1, in Table 2 the RPE boundary achieved
the best overall segmentation value in both healthy and diseased images followed by the ILM
boundary. The proposed method performed well on both healthy and diseased images.

Table 3 shows the values of the TPR, FPT and Dice coefficient of the performance evalu-
ation between the estimated RNFL thickness and the true RNFL thickness. With the value of
TPR = 97.46%, our method achieves very good segmentation results and its comparable to the
results of the manual segmentation. However the value of the FPR = 8.67% is slightly higher,
this is largely due again to the blood vessels artefacts around the RNFL-GCL boundary, where
the vessels appear as false positive. To solve this problem [12] included the blood vessels areas
in the OCT image from the accuracy evaluation to improve the segmentation errors. Consid-
ering the value of the Dice coefficient Dice = 0.9468± 0.0705, RMSE = 0.0835± 0.0495 as
performance measures, the proposed method performs well for the segmentation of the RNFL
thickness. Similar to the results in Table 1 and Table 2, Table 3 also shows higher performance
of the proposed method on pathological retina with TPR = 98.59% and FPR = 5.57%. These
results are due to the large gradient on the region of the ILM boundary and the thin RNF in
diseased retina. We have also performed a confidence interval analysis for the estimated TPR,
FPR, Dice and RMSE. The confidence intervals for these measures at the 95% confidence level
are provided in the last column of Table 3. Figure 9 shows the comparison of the proposed seg-
mentation results on the ILM, RNFL-GCL and RPE boundaries and the Human manual grading
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 8. Results. (a) Circular scan , (b) Segmentation result of the proposed method, (c)
Human manual grading image.

images.

Table 3. Performance evaluation of TPR, FPR, Dice coefficient and RMSE, Standard
deviation (Std) and the 95% Confidence interval between the estimated RNFL thick-
ness and the true RNFL thickness -OCT Scans.

Images RNFLT std conf
Mean TPR 0.9746 0.0665 ±0.0119
Mean FPR 0.0867 0.1037 ±0.0186
Mean Dice 0.9468 0.0705 ±0.0126

Mean RMSE 0.0835 0.0495 ±0.0089
Heathy images

Mean TPR 0.9792 0.0230 ±0.0045
Mean FPR 0.0919 0.0947 ±0.0186
Mean Dice 0.9473 0.0404 ±0.0079

Mean RMSE 0.0881 0.0418 ±0.0082
Unhealthy images

Mean TPR 0.9859 0.0215 ±0.0042
Mean FPR 0.0557 0.0970 ±0.0190
Mean Dice 0.9676 0.0401 ±0.0079

Mean RMSE 0.0586 0.0521 ±0.01021
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 9. Results. (a) Circular scan image, (b) Segmentation result of the proposed method,
(c) Human manual grading image.

3.2. RNFL thickness profiles

In addition to the evaluation of the RNFL thickness, we provided the RNFL thickness profile
graph. The thickness profile graph provides the following information:

• The RNFL thickness profile measured along the circular scan of the retina;

• The RNFL thickness profile of the normative database, allowing the comparison of our
segmentation thickness values to the normal range.

This thickness profile graph is obtained from a normative database compiled by Spectralis
HRA+OCT (Heidelberg Engineering GmbH, Germany). Figure 10 shows the thickness profile
graph, where the x-axis indicates the length of the circular scan (position in degree) and the
y-axis displays the RNFL thickness in pixels. The colour coding the thickness profile graph
indicate whether a given retina thickness is within normal limits (green), outside the normal
limits (red) or on the border of normal limits (yellow). The green region represents the mean
RNFL thickness of healthy eyes.

The 1− 5% range is used to estimate the risky profile (shown as yellow in the figures),
while the diseases profile is actually constructed from the much smaller < 1% range. These
parameters can be easily adjusted in our implementation, and we are willing to accept any
advices from the reviewer and other experts on this to generate better profile models.

We selected the range of the RNFL thickness profile from the Spectralis HRA+OCT user
manual software version 5.7. The healthy eyes (normal limits or green) is indicated by the
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(b) 

(a) 

Fig. 10. Results(Top: Normative database of retinal RNFL thickness. Bottom: Proposed
method RNFL thickness profile. (a) Healthy retina. (b)retina at risk. (c) Retina with glau-
coma.

thickness values that fall within the range of 5th−95th percentile of the normal profile distribu-
tion. Any RNFL thickness values within this range are considered healthy eyes.

The red area shows values below 1st percentile of the RNFL thickness of normal distribution.
Any RNFL thickness values at this range are considered disease eyes.

The yellow region are values that are below the 5th but above the 1th percentile of normal
thickness distribution. Any RNFL thickness values at this range are at risk of developing the
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 11. Results. (a) RNFL thickness profile of healthy retinal images: Green proposed
segmentation method. Blue Manual segmentation (b) Error in RNFL thickness profile of
healthy retinal images: black lines the standard deviation.

disease (borderline). Figure 10 shows the RNFL thickness profile for healthy retina in green,
retina at risk in yellow and in red the glaucoma retina.

In Fig. 11(a), we provided the average thickness profile graph of the proposed method on 100
healthy images in green compared to manually segmented healthy images in blue and Fig. 11(b)
shows the profile error of healthy retinal images. The results of this graph show effective agree-
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 12. Results. (a) RNFL thickness profile of retinal images with risk of glaucoma: Yellow
proposed segmentation method. Blue Manual segmentation. (b) Error in RNFL thickness
profile of retinal images with risk of glaucoma: black lines the standard deviation.

ment with manual annotations and the normative database as the thickness values of the graph
are within the normal limits (green). Figure 12(a) also shows the average thickness profile graph
of the proposed method on 10 retinal images with risk of developing glaucoma in yellow and
the corresponding manually segmented images in blue. Figure 12(b) shows the corresponding
error of the profile representation. Similarly, the results in Fig. 12(a) also demonstrated suc-
cessful agreement with normative database since the thickness values of the graph are within
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 13. Results. (a) RNFL thickness profile of retinal images with glaucoma: red proposed
segmentation method. Blue Manual segmentation. (b) Error in RNFL thickness profile of
Glaucoma retinal images: red the error. Black lines the standard deviation.
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the borderline (yellow). Figure 13(a) shows the average thickness profile graph of the proposed
method on 10 glaucoma retinal images in red and the corresponding manually segmented im-
ages in blue. The corresponding error profile is shown in red in Fig. 13(b). The results also
shows successful agreement with normative database since the thickness values of the graph
are within the borderline (red).

4. Conclusions

This study presents an automated approach for retinal layers segmentation by integrating the
mechanism of the kernel mapping into the graph cut technique and the polynomial-fitting al-
gorithm. The overall process includes a pre-processing step that enhances the contrast of the
retinal layers in the SD-OCT circular scan image around the ONH using a bias correction
operation and a segmentation step that includes kernel graph cuts and continuous max-flow
algorithms. The method proved to be flexible, accurate, robust and fast, leading to successful
segmentation results of the three main retinal layers boundaries used to assess and monitor reti-
nal diseases such as glaucomatous damage. However there are many aspects of this study that
can be improved. This includes the removal of blood vessel artefacts in the OCT image without
affecting the RNFL thickness measurements and the extension of the proposed method to 3-D
OCT image segmentation. The advantage of the 3-D retinal layers segmentation is to use the
contextual information in the 3-D structure to improve the segmentation of different layers and
also allows the detection of more intra-retinal layers.
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